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Static-X - The Only

                            tom:
                A

            Tabbed by Alan de Souza Bernardes

I write in two different tunes but in the original tuning
it's a little bit easier. It will be easy if you hear the
music when are playing
and the effects will be easy

nh = natural harmonic

1st Version(EADGBE )

Guitar 2 make fx who i have transcribed from
keyboard

   repeat  the ritornello 3 times and do the part out the
return--/
e-|-------11-----------------|---------------      222  X    X

Verse

Verse

Solo

Bridge

Start this riff at the second time of the ending chorus
Repeat  the ritornello 3 times and do the part out the return-
-/
e-|-------11-----------------|---------------      222  X    X

Ending riff
Guitar 1

2nd Version(CGCFAD )
Intro: Guitar 1

Guitar 2 make fx who i have transcribed from
keyboard
Verse

Chorus

Verse

Chorus with a little add on the end

Solo

Bridge
  Guitars 1 & 2

Chorus with a little add on the end
  2X

Start this riff at the second time of the ending chorus
  repeat  the ritornello 3 times and do the part out the
return--/

Ending riff
Guitar 1

Lyrics

I'm winning, you're losing
I'm falling, your agony
Lower than lower, before
Your forgotten memory

My heaven, your hell
I'm killing, your fantasy
More and more, you follow
Your divorced reality

You're trying to take me
You're trying to make me
This is the only
Give me the only thing
I'm tired of trying
I'm tired of lying
The only thing I understand is what I feel

Identity, fantasy
Heresy, killing me
Lower than lower, before
This thing to feed

Hypocrite, lunatic
Fanatic, heretic
More and more, you follow
Your divorced reality

You're trying to take me
You're trying to make me
This is the only
Give me the only thing
I'm tired of trying
I'm tired of lying
The only thing I understand is what I feel

Hypocrite, lunatic, fanatic, heretic

Acordes
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